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 WHY FIND 
YOUR THING?   

             Chapter   1                 

  I could answer with ‘why not?’ Do you want to always just do what
you’re good at or would you like to do what you’re brilliant at instead?
That’s the diff erence between doing your Thing and not. Would you
like easy work or hard work? Would you like to leave a legacy or just
leave? Doing your Thing is about sharing your gift – and you can take
that in a ‘talent’ or ‘life purpose’ way or you can merely think about it
as the type of gift that you wrap and present to someone. If you were
able to give the perfect gift to someone – maybe it’s an answer, or an
idea, a diff erent way of thinking, a product that solves a problem or
just an angle that works better – what would you give? You have
something that will be the perfect ‘gift’ for someone else but chances
are you’ve not wrapped it up and handed it over yet. And just as a
side note, I’d be charging for this gift not giving it away.   

 Here’s my Thing

 It’s going to make sense for me to tell you a bit about me and
my Thing so you can see how it works and relate it back to
where you are. Now I’ll be honest, there was a time when I
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thought my Thing would be more ‘Kylie’ or ‘Kate Moss’ than it
ended up being. Clearly I am neither an international pop star
nor a world‐famous supermodel; it turns out my Thing is some-
thing else.

I’ve always loved business and the way it ‘works’. My fi rst degree
was in Economics (joint honours with Politics for my sins!), so
clearly this was never going to lead me to international pop
stardom. That said, it’s clearly not led me to being Chancellor of 
the Exchequer either. I’ve also, in the pursuit of thinking my Thing
lay in qualifi cations, got an MBA too. Like I said I love business, but
this extra 3‐year studying stint was perhaps taking things too far.
Oh and then there’s the MCIM too (Member of the Chartered
Institute of Marketing). Yes it’s true, I was a letters‐after‐my‐name
collector for a time, which is actually all part of looking for my
Thing with hindsight, because I fi gured when I got that perfect
qualifi cation I’d feel I’d got ‘there’.

If you already run your own business I’m sure you’ll agree that
the best way to learn about business is to have one. There’s only
so far ‘theory’ can take you, the rest you need to work out as you
go along ‘for real’. The irony of course is that I worked in market-
ing for most of the time I had a ‘proper job’ but you only really
‘get’ marketing when you have to sell yourself. Ha, if only I’d
known… 

So I worked my way up from Marketing Assistant to Marketing
Director, taking in small start‐ups and international plcs along the
way, and ‘found’ myself an ‘expert’ in business software marketing.
Has this happened to you? Expertise ‘fi nds’ you even though you
maybe didn’t choose it – just because you hang around long
enough doing something. Now business software marketing
might sound a little bit exciting but when I spell out that actually
I was marketing accounting and payroll software I am sure any
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ideas you have of excitement will soon disappear (don’t worry, I’m
used to it!). 

So, while I maybe hadn’t chosen this ‘Thing’, I still saw it as valuable
and when I started my own business in 2005 I carried on doing
what I was known for. Yes I did the lazy thing – I did my old ‘job’ as
a consultant and worked in the business software industry doing
marketing. Hardly the ‘big leap’ into the unknown as a risk‐taking
entrepreneur, instead I merely went independent. That said, I got
paid more, I was in charge of my own time and if I wanted to I
could work in my pyjamas.  This was me being an ‘Independent
Professional’ but not an ‘Indie Professional’. It’s easy to mistake
doing a thing for your Thing thing. But you’ll know if it isn’t your
Thing, as it just won’t sit perfectly with you. I knew I was just doing
something to get paid.

And so it continued. I carried on doing what I was ‘good’ at, because
after all I’d be daft to do anything else… I was getting paid… I had
referrals… this was easy… But I knew. I knew it wasn’t my Thing.
I knew this wasn’t what I was here to do. It wasn’t big enough. So
I thought about it (a lot), and decided that I could choose some-
thing else. I decided I had to go shopping to fi nd something that
fi tted me perfectly, instead of just wearing what I’d been given. 

And so I went to the niche supermarket    

Before you get excited and ask me for directions, this is not a real
shop it’s a metaphor. I’d always been looking for that ‘perfect fi t’. If 
you’ve had even a whiff  of marketing theory cross your path you’ll
know that having a niche is considered to be nirvana. Without a
niche in your business, life is not worth living, etc. It’s not quite
that drastic but it is super‐helpful to have a niche not just from a
marketing perspective but from a doing something you actually 
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like perspective too. If you specialise it’s a lot easier to get noticed
and known than if you’re a generalist. Same thing with musicians,
artists and the like – they pick a niche or genre to get famous more
easily.

So, I cast aside all assumptions that I had no experience in
certain markets and just picked out from the shelf the nicest‐
looking niche I could see. (This is the way you shop, right? You
don’t get the store to design your perfect niche, you just buy
the best one they have.) The niche supermarket is FULL of niches,
so like a savvy shopper you fi nd the one that you like the most
and buy it. 

Here’s how the equation works (in theory):

 Thing  What  Perfect Niche
You + You’re Good = &
Love  At  Business Nirvana

For me this looked like: 

 I love travel  I am  Travel
and hotels + good at = &
marketing  marketing  hotel   

 This is, of course, highly logical and makes perfect sense. And I was
excited because I ‘chose’ this (instead of my expertise choosing for
me just from doing it for long enough!). Because when I say I love
travel and hotels I mean I am OBSESSED. I know everyone likes a
holiday but  Condé Nast Traveller  magazine is my porn. So this nicher
made total sense. Given the choice of any industry to grace my
marketing talents with, it made sense to pick a market I loved. And
that’s what looked good to me in the niche supermarket, so I
bought it… 
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Next, I did what I know how to do. I wrote the book ( Hotel Success
Handbook  if you want to look it up – I think it’s still no. 1 onk
Amazon for Hotel Marketing). I networked, I tweeted, I wrote the
free report, I showed up, I got noticed, I got clients – as after all, I
am good at marketing. There was a problem though. I just wasn’t
excited. How could it be my Thing if I wasn’t excited? Because I
would be excited if I was doing my Thing. Hmm…  

It’s like dating… 

Finding your Thing is very much like dating. You cannot rely 100%
on logic; your heart has to come into the equation somewhere.
Now excuse me if I work from theory and somewhat hazy memory
here as I’ve been married for a long time  but you know there’s
the people who ‘look perfect on paper’ – they ‘tick all the boxes’ 
on your perfect partner check list and yet… you turn up to the
date and even though they are ‘perfect’…

You

Just 

Don’t 

Fancy 

 Them 

And that’s what can happen when you ‘pick a niche’ from the niche
supermarket instead of fi nding your Thing. Of course you pick the
best available but it can easily not be quite right – you’re not in
love with it. The world of online dating profi les is very much like a
niche supermarket – that list of features might make sense but if 
the spark isn’t there then it’s not going to happen.
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In fact, let’s be honest, sometimes the person you do date often
has ‘essentials’ missing from the check list… And that’s just like
what happened to me when I followed the formula to fi nd my
niche. I came up with a business that seemed ‘perfect on paper’ 
but it was NOT the one where I was doing my Thing. It’s never a
good idea to use a ‘check list’ for matters of the heart (I’d still be
looking for a husband for a start I’m sure!) so be open to other
options… they are probably right in front of you (he was).   

The two types 

 The problem was, I had forgotten that there are two types of 
business owners. Type 1 has a business because they don’t want
a job or a boss. Totally commendable and understandable,
however this rarely makes a risk taker when it comes to market-
ing (or anything else). Type 2 has a business because it’s an
expression of who they are. It’s the work they have to do, it’s what
they want to share with the world, it’s their art. These are the
entrepreneurs, Indie Professionals and risk takers. They will do
their Thing because they have to do their Thing. And I realised: I
only like working with Type 2.

It turns out that not many of the people who own hotels or run
travel companies are Type 2… except that’s not always obvious ‘on
paper’. I needed to go on lots of ‘dates’ to fi nd that out!

Meanwhile, out learning…

All this time I was not doing my Thing thing I was still attending
seminars and workshops, listening to marketing and business 
speakers and generally ‘learning’ my head off  as that’s what I like
to do. I’d be meeting brilliant business owners and engaging
entrepreneurs at these events and they’d be saying things like ‘Oh
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I wish I could get more clients’ or ‘If only more people knew about
me’ or ‘I just want marketing that works’ or ‘I hate marketing’ (!) or
‘I don’t know how to stand out’, usually alongside ‘So many people
do what I do’, etc.

To me it was obvious    

Every person I met who was ‘complaining’ had one obvious thing
missing in their business – them. There was no personality in their
marketing and message. It was wall‐to‐wall ‘brochure speak’ – too
much ‘we’ and not enough ‘why’. There weren’t enough stories –
no‐one was taking a real stand for what they believed in and knew.
They weren’t communicating and telling us their point of view.
They were wondering why they didn’t have clients when all the
while they sounded just like everyone else. It was obvious to me…
They weren’t telling us about their Thing. Their market couldn’t see
that brilliant Thing they did that only they did, so they got lumped
in with ‘everyone else’ and were lost.   

So why wasn’t anyone telling them? 

It was so glaringly obvious to me that it couldn’t possibly be ‘just’ 
this that was holding people back? Surely? It was so simple and so
obvious – total common sense in fact. There was absolutely no
reason (in my mind) why these fabulous entrepreneurs and business
owners couldn’t have tons of clients knocking at their door. After all,
they were brilliant at what they did. They all had a great Thing, they
just weren’t telling anyone about it. Oh hang on a minute. That was
the problem! They didn’t see it. They literally couldn’t see what was
on the end of their own nose. But that’s okay, I thought – someone
will point it out to them. Someone else will do that… 

So I waited. 
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And I waited. 

Surely someone else would say it. 

Surely someone else who was more qualifi ed/smarter/more estab-
lished/better looking… would tell them their Thing. I mean, it was
SO obvious. They may as well have had neon signs blinking ‘I’m
not telling people about my Thing’ above their heads. But appar-
ently it was not obvious to everyone. No‐one was telling them.   

Turns out that someone was me 

Now I’ll be honest, it took me a while to realise it was me who should
be saying something. It took me MONTHS to realise that no‐one had
actually pointed out the obvious. No‐one had told these people
they had a Thing, or to go ‘get famous’ for their Thing or even work 
out what their Thing was in the fi rst place. Which was odd. It was so
obvious to me that surely there were plenty of people ‘out there’ 
who saw it too. There were those neon signs after all! There must be
plenty of people more qualifi ed than me who saw Things. And that’s
why I waited. I’d bump into the same people at events and online.
Again and again. It fi nally dawned on me, if no‐one else was telling
them, maybe I should. But there was a problem… 

I’d niched myself into a corner

Remember that trip to the niche supermarket? When I’d picked travel
and hotel marketing off  the shelf because it looked nice? Well of 
course that was a problem. I couldn’t actually help anyone unless they
owned a hotel or a travel company as that was my business now. And
that started to annoy me. A lot. I got very grumpy. But GRUMPY leads
to GREATNESS. I’ve mentioned that already. And so I knew I had to do
something about this grumpy. I had to help the people I was meeting
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no matter what their business or market and tell them what I saw,
**throws travel and hotel niche out the window**.

Being a Business Celebrity was born. My new business would be
all about showing people how to get famous for what they do
that’s brilliant. In fact, my very fi rst strapline was ‘Find out what it
takes to get noticed in your market’. 

Now I say my business was born but at fi rst it was only an idea and
then I freaked out. After all, who the hell was I to tell anyone how to
be a Business Celebrity?! That’s most certainly a WTF moment – fi led
next to ‘Are you insane?’ – because while I was maybe ‘famous’ in a
tiny way to a few people in business, I wasn’t exactly Richard Branson.
So I panicked and shelved it. Not on a high enough shelf though…   

On a shelf, not quite out of reach 

 This is where a lot of people put their Thing once they fi nd it. They
don’t DO it, they just place it on a shelf not quite out of reach – so
they can (in theory) grab it and start doing it right away. But in
practice they just keep an eye on it on that shelf, not quite out of 
sight; they have it ‘taunt’ them until they are ‘beyond annoyed’ and
they have to take it down and do something with it.

A lot of Indie Professionals I work with have been working on their
‘indie’ ideas for some time – very often certifying as coaches ‘on
the side’ of their jobs, or getting qualifi ed in a ‘hobby’ so that they
can now teach (yoga is very popular!). Lots of personal develop-
ment/business seminars are attended and their Amazon account
has shipped a lot of books…  So while the idea of putting all this
new learning into practice as part of their Thing is right and they
KNOW it’s all part of their Thing, it doesn’t always ‘make sense’ and
is very often not a safe option. 
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A safe option is a job promotion, not self‐promotion of a brand
new Thing – that’s scary and unknown! And while for some people
brand new means excitement, for many others it’s sheer terror – and
those people are the shelvers! Their Thing will stay on the shelf 
until it ‘makes sense’ (they think), which very rarely happens –
instead it just gets too distracting to ignore any more… 

After a few months of oscillating between shall I, shan’t I? Can I,
can’t I? I bit the bullet and did the damn Thing. The ‘Being a Busi-
ness Celebrity’ website went live and I was under the desk quaking
with fear and embarrassment. I don’t pretend it’s easy when you
start doing your Thing. It’s not. Because now there’s nowhere to
hide! When you stand up and do your Thing it is a little bit like
going naked… showing off  your bare bits in all their glory (which 
you might have been covering up till now). But it’s just as nature
intended!

Doing something different can be difficult

Of course it’s not always a walk in the park to step out as the naked
you, especially when you’re doing something quite brilliant and
causing a stir. That shouldn’t stop you doing it though. And actu-
ally once that initial ‘Oh my gawd, I actually said that out loud’ part
is over then it’s easy. Too easy in fact, which can then cause another
type of panic.

You panic because it’s easy

If, like me, you’re a hard worker then when something is easy you
feel bad. It’s uncomfortable because surely someone somewhere
is going to fi nd out you’re being cheeky and charging them for
something you can do without really working all that hard. Awful!
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There’s my work ethic right out the window. All those hours sweat-
ing away over revision, and doing overtime at work and giving it
everything in my business, slogging away… erm, apparently no
need. No need at all. 

More on the easy life later…   

Just a note here

I’m not saying I sit around all day with my feet up sipping pina 
coladas now I’m doing my Thing. I do ‘work’ of course (this book 
didn’t write itself!) but shhh, don’t tell anyone… I actually love this 
work so I do it a lot, but what I am doing is EASY.

Back to my panic

So there I was panicking that I was ‘pretending’ to be a Business 
Celebrity and now there was a website showing it off . Not to 
mention I literally had NO IDEA who my clients were going to be. 
Sure, I kept meeting ‘those’ people at events (the ones with the 
neon signs above their heads saying ‘not telling anyone about my
Thing’), but would they ‘get it’ now I was ‘out’. (And more impor-
tantly, would they pay for my help?)  

Panic over 

 Turns out that when I turned up, so did my clients. And I’ve seen this 
happen a lot (like every time). Just because you can’t see them yet 
doesn’t mean they don’t exist (your future clients I am talking about). 
In fact, more often than not it’s people you already know! It very 
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often turns out that the people you already know, who have never
bought from you, suddenly turn into customers when they know
your Thing. Huh, fancy that! So while you may be scratching your
head thinking ‘hang on a minute, I’m the same person I was yester-
day’, what happens is this: when you do your Thing and tell everyone
what it is, people will see you in a totally diff erent light. Imagine
that… your clients were hiding in plain sight (a bit like your Thing).

You know those James Bond ‘X‐ray’ glasses that let you really see what
everyone’s packing? It’s pretty much like that (without the guns). You
can see people’s Things everywhere and they can see yours. The
Things that were there all along… It’s you, but you doing your Thing
and people want it. That’s the diff erence. It’s totally diff erent from you
when you were just doing something you were good at…

So here I am now, fi nding Things and getting people famous for
them. Turns out that is MY Thing. But I’m oversimplifying a little…

It wasn’t that clear to start with

When I fi rst started doing my Thing it wasn’t 100% my Thing, more
like 80%. Because I’d never been paid to do anything other than
marketing (excluding a few random jobs such as chef, admin temp,
waitress and paper girl), it never occurred to me that my Thing
would be anything other than getting paid for marketing. My fi rst
strapline for Being a Business Celebrity, as I said, was ‘Find out what
it takes to get noticed in your market’ – so, all about marketing. In
fact, what I actually did was ‘nail Things’ too. My lovely clients kept
telling me that I’d ‘nailed it’, I’d found the thing they did diff erently
and more words to that eff ect. That was actually my Thing, but I
only found out when it was pointed out to me… you could say it
was on the end of my nose. Eventually I got it. I found Things. And
that was the BIG Thing.   
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Of course… 

Of course I found Things. How on earth was I supposed to do any
decent marketing otherwise? There’s no way you can market people
and their business to stand out and get famous if you don’t know
what their Thing is. Obvious. Er, maybe so obvious I forgot to mention
it… let alone charge for it…! Oops. And there we have it. My Thing
was on the end of my own nose. Nicely pointed out to me by my
own clients! I had almost worked it out by myself but I’d not seen it
on its own, it was still wrapped up in something else. I was so nearly
there on my own but it took the people I was doing my Thing for to
really pinpoint it. Because of course, they could see it clearly.   

The irony

As you can see, I had my Thing all along. It was always there. I’d
always done it, I’d always seen it, I’d always known it. None of the
letters after my name gave me permission to do my Thing, I gave
myself permission once I’d had it pointed out to me. No‐one else. I’d
just made the mistake of wrapping it up in what I was good at
(marketing) and not sold it on its own. The essential irony of looking
for your Thing is that you have it all along. In fact, embarrassingly,
you’ve been carrying it around slap bang in the middle of your face
every single day. Everyone else can see it. It’s just you that’s looking
straight past it. So that’s why it’s good to have mirrors. 

Now we know what a Thing is, here’s a question for you: 

Are you wearing a uniform? 

Much as I pretend to be super‐cool (coughs), I’ve had to wear a
number of uniforms in my life… literally in the case of school and
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some waitressing jobs. But even when I got to ‘choose’ what to
wear, I still had clothes ‘for work’ and then ‘my clothes’ for the
weekend. What about you? How many times have you felt like you
were wearing what you were expected  to wear versus what youd
actually wanted to wear? Did you feel like you were putting on a
uniform?

You’ll know if you’re wearing one. It might be that you are literally
wearing clothes that don’t represent you. Or you might feel you
are doing something that isn’t quite ‘you’ – you’re working in a way
or in an environment that you didn’t choose, it’s not a perfect fi t.
You feel in some way that you’re dressing up (or down!).

There is a perfect fi t 

 The perfect fi t is, of course, your Thing. It’s when you fi nd that ‘Thing’ 
to do that fi ts you just perfectly that you know you’re there. You don’t
have to pretend any more – no more uniforms, no more putting on
a show, no promoting something other than you. It’s like fi nding the
perfect dress, suit or in my case the perfect skinny jeans (legging jeans
from Gap, size 26 in case you’re wondering). Once you fi nd the perfect
fi t you buy a pair (or two) in every colour (or maybe that’s just me!).  

You’ll feel it more than you’ll see it

Doing your Thing, fi nding your Thing, knowing your Thing are all
very much ‘feelings’‐based rather than necessarily ‘seeing it’.
Remember, you’d be using sight when shopping at the niche
supermarket and we all know how that turns out. You might ‘talk 
yourself into’ liking your niche for a while, even convincing your-
self to get passionate about it but when it comes down to it, really
it’s just not your Thing. It’s someone else’s Thing that you bought
into and got a bit excited about. 
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I’ve worked with people who have niched too narrowly, or just
picked out a hobby they loved and tried to work it as a business 
thing. And while it’s good to do something you love (or are good
at), it’s absolutely not the same as your own Thing (which is eve-
rything combined). Trust me…

Photographer for two days

Neil came to listen to a talk I was giving in London two days after
taking redundancy from an investment bank. Neil is a rather good
amateur photographer, and so in a ‘let’s do something completely
diff erent from banking’ move he looked straight to his hobby and
made the obvious leap to ‘go pro’. Well, for two days anyway… 
Halfway through my talk on ‘Finding your Thing’ Neil realised that he
wasn’t actually a photographer and that his Thing was something else
entirely. Something that brought together everything he’d ever done
(which, in addition to banking, included being a drummer in a band!).
Now the founder of International Collaboration Day, Neil has already
helped engage co‐working spaces in more than 30 cities globally,
encouraging business relationships and serendipity in the freelance
sector. Neil’s Thing is now rather large, as there is a lot more still to
come in the collaboration space with Neil at the helm. Neil is now only
taking photos in his spare time.  

It might feel too small

Susannah used to be a Financial Director who was used to think-
ing in numbers when it came to business. But when she saw that
it was the people in the business that made the extra diff erence
she got excited about (and qualifi ed in) coaching. When she
stepped away from working in the Finance department of a busi-
ness and went ‘independent’, she focused on coaching leaders and
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teams because that’s where she knew the real headaches were
(her business is called Aspirin by the way!). But it turns out this was 
too narrow a niche to allow Susannah to REALLY do her Thing.
Having a strategic background meant there was so much more
Susannah could add to a business than just coaching people –
there’s vision, strategy and knowing how to make it all sustainable.
Now she’s doing her Thing, bringing all her talents together in a
much bigger (and more powerful) way… and curing even bigger
headaches than before!

Let me tell you about jam and cake

Another way to think about the size of your Thing is to consider
it in the context of afternoon tea. Often, when we fi nd something
we’re really good at, we focus only on that, getting better and
better at it, and making it something quite brilliant. But that
thing might be jam. You may just be perfecting your recipe for
jam, not realising that your Thing is a recipe for cake. Yes, your
cake will taste super‐yummy with your brilliant jam in between
the sponges you bake, but you know how to make a cake and
aren’t doing that. 

It’s easy to forget that there is so much more sometimes in what
we know and do that is relevant and can be brought to the party
of our Thing than just the ‘one thing’ you see. My jam is marketing,
I’m pretty good at it and I’ve spent a few years making it. But my
bigger Thing is about being a Business Celebrity with all the Thing
fi nding included too. Being a Business Celebrity is my cake.

If you just focus on the jam you miss out on sharing a bigger Thing
than you think you have – however delicious that jam might be
– share your sponge cake with us too! Look at what ingredients
you have that add up to a cake, to make the most of your jam.   
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Don’t expect fireworks…

Back to the dating scenario (remember that you never marry the
perfect check list person – not least because I don’t think they are
actually real!). Personally I’ve never once experienced fi reworks shoot-
ing out across the sky, 24 white doves being released into the air and
a string quartet playing in the background at the moment of meeting
someone. Instead, in my experience, it just ‘felt right’. And often that
moment when it ‘feels right’ is somewhere not very romantic either
(for me it was usually a pub!) but you know when you’ve found the
right person as everything is just ‘easy’. It makes sense, it fl ows and it’s
a perfect fi t. It just IS. There is no hard work or trying to force a fi t. And
that’s exactly what fi nding your Thing is like. It’s true love!  

Expect ease 

Expect me to use the word ‘easy’ a lot when talking about Things.
Because your Thing IS easy. It’s what’s easy for you. It feels easy for
you. It’s you AT ease. All those feelings of fulfi lment and satisfac-
tion that you’ve been looking for – that’s what is going to happen
when you do your Thing. You’ll feel content. So no, it’s not fi re-
works, but they are short lived (and noisy too); instead, it’s some-
thing you want to enjoy every day that’s not stressful. It’s not about
the destination, it’s about the journey – it’s about doing your
Thing, all the time, easily.

It’s not hard work

 To be an expert it’s documented that you need to have done
10,000 hours of ‘work’. You need to have done your Thing enough
to be an expert in it, which is quite a worry if you don’t know what
your Thing is and you think these 10,000 hours are there stretching
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out in front of you like an assignment you’ll need to complete
before you can start with your Thing. You may think that once you
fi nd your Thing then you’ll need to work hard at perfecting it and
getting it just right so you can get famous for it and go out into
the world and do it (and hopefully get paid for it too). You won’t.

You’ve done your time 

 The good news is that you’ve already done your time. The hard
work has happened already. You’ve had your Thing all along
remember – it’s the way that you do things, it’s how you think, it’s
what you see and it’s your take on things. Therefore, ergo, good
news: you’ve done your time, you have your 10,000 hours of Thing-
ing in the bag. 

Yes of course, now you’re super‐clear on your Thing do go ahead
and perfect it, study it more, refi ne it, hone it, polish it (I know I
do) but you’re probably now building on those 10,000 hours and
working your way towards 20,000 to infi nity and beyond NOT 
starting at 0.   

You’re already there

At the risk of repeating myself, here’s the thing: 

You already have your Thing

It’s yours. You’ve been walking around with it all this time. On the
end of your nose, remember – all you need to do now is SEE it and
FEEL it. No need to go shopping for it. This isn’t a quest for the holy
grail – it’s the age‐old story of ‘what you seek you already have’.
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Read The Alchemist  (if you haven’t already) for a perfect illustrationt
of that parable. 

Look at you. You’re already brilliant. 

Why fi nd your Thing?

Why not? It will give you a perfect outfi t to wear (that doesn’t feel
like a uniform), the perfect work to do and a business that is easy.
I’d say those are three very good reasons for starters.  




